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Message Summary: Doubting God's promises is often the foundational reason we don't experience His blessing. 

This is Abram's first test of faith, and if it's any encouragement to you, understand that he failed his first test of 

faith in the new land, the promised land. Now, your faith is going to be tested. I know that's no new news to 

you, you've already experienced that. Your faith in Christ will be tested. It's normal. Even Abraham, the father of 

faith, struggles with trusting the most trustworthy Being that ever was! Your faith in Christ will be tested. It's 

normal. 

 

Making A Difference: 

WARNING-Doubts Happen 

Genesis 12:10-20 

 

1. The Failed Examination (vv. 10-15) 

A. He Left the Land of Promise 

 

B. He Lied About His Wife 

 

2. The False Confirmation (v. 16) 

A. He experienced nonresistance 

 

B. He experienced material favor 

 

3. The Fierce Repercussions (vv. 17-20) 

A. He afflicted others 

 

B. He was admonished by others 

 

C. His reputation was soiled 
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ALL LifeGroups Begin this Week of January 21st 
LifeGroup Questions:  

BEGIN IT (5min) – Time spent in praise and opening prayer. 

OPEN IT (10min) – Why would you agree or disagree with the statement, “Life is 

10% what happens to you and 90%how your respond to what happens to you”? 

EPLORE IT (60min) – Read Genesis 12:10-20 and review Sunday’s sermon outline 

together. Stop at each point allowing people to share their additional comments or 

notes taken while listening to the sermon. Now answer these questions: 

1. How can doubting affect a person’s prayer life?  

2. What doubts about God and prayer does the average person usually 

experience?  

3. How does a person’s relationship with God change as he or she goes through 

trails and problems?  

4. How would you respond to someone who tells you that good can come from 

the trials which you are experiencing?  

APPLY IT (15min) – What did God reveal to you in the sermon or among your 

discussion group? How will you apply this new understanding to your life?  

 

 

 


